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About This Content

GameGuru Cold War Pack

If your game levels require a bunker-dwelling cold war feel, then look no further than this pack! You get a great selection of
large bunker tiles to assemble in many various ways to create maps with a truly dark and unique feel. You will also find objects
you can place to add further definition to your scenes. With these assets, you can create a wide variety of room layouts to create

mazes, military compounds or refugee centres that require the player to explore their environment, one corner at a time.

Containing over 200 items, this pack includes:

 40 Varied Bunker Sections

 9 Atmospheric Decals

 78 Furniture Items

 63 Ladder Variants

 24 Environmental Light Sources

 16 Pipes
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 11 Signs

All assets are fully PBR textured, complete with correct material and collision assignments and ready to drop into your next
game making project.

To use this pack, when you run GameGuru and click on Add New Entity in the Library you will see a category called "Cold War
Pack". Click on this to start browsing through your new game assets. All the assets in this pack are royalty-free, meaning any

game you make with them can be legally sold by you.
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Title: GameGuru - Cold War Pack
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Game Development
Developer:
The Game Creators
Publisher:
The Game Creators
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 2GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 5.0)

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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Game got great potential but it needs lots of update. Game mechanic is unbalanced. Code filled with anomally that makes game
unbalanced and hard to play.
Graphics, sound and music are great.. This is a perfect example of a developer throwing their community to the dust in a
desperate attempt to ride a popular genre. Poor graphics, optimization, and overall gameplay mechanics make this a very good
contendor for the worst battle royale game ever created and released to the public.. It's a good game, but it seems too advanced
for any beginner in any language, except maybe Spanish or French. I don't think I'd recommend it for language learning, sorry..
Looks like Giants have learned a lesson or two from SCS Software :D

Finally a reasonably priced DLC :D. very good stealth game
good story
good visuals

8\/10. The platforming is terrible. Rope bridges can be deadly because you can't tell if you can jump where you are.. This game
is TREMENDOUS! Everything is improved over the first game and the references and gags are hilarious. Leave your safe
space, because this game can offer quite a challenge! If you grew up loving games like Mega Man, Metal Slug, Contra or
Gunstar Heroes then this is right up your ally. If you love OR hate Trump, you will enjoy this!

(Ed is also a great developer that listens to his fans. I emailed him about a glitch that appeared immediately after completing the
game; within an hour he fixed it and the update was already available on Steam!). a bit problematic: the enemies are impossibly
strong, surviving a crazy amount of damage and putting out massive bursts of damage. the items don't seem to help either, as the
armor doesn't protect the user all that much and the weapons all have a flaw (low damage, low fire rate etc.)
if you like monstrous difficulty, i guess it could work, but if you don't, skip this place, yeah?
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The idea behind the game and all sound exciting and similar to Football Manager 19 which i also enjoy playing. So with hockey
being my favorite sport and thinking it would be close to how FM19 plays out i was all in. Yes some things are similar and work
the same as in FM19 but the part i was excited about in watching my team perform on the ice wasn't there. Just simply watching
a stats screen. SO if you enjoying just watching stats all game then this is perfect. Maybe if they can allow you to watch your
team play i can recommend this then, until then, this is a no from me. Like many cross-genre games, this one suffers from not
deciding which genre to focus on. The squad-based real-time combat portion feels like the controls are incomplete (where's the
option to "fight things you run into while moving"?). This suggests that the station construction and management should be the
main focus, producing bonuses for the squad to make up for the reduced controls. However, the only bonus that can be gotten
from the station is xp, and only at early levels (according to the help screens). This in turn makes the station management seem
nearly pointless, in addition to the lack of achievements for doing well at it, as the main goal of managing the station becomes
simply supplying all the needs of your away team so that they don't quit on you or go into combat with penalties. The tourists are
self-balancing: the only penalty, at least so far, for not satisfying all of their desires is that they arrive more slowly. Station
constructions are limited by the away team's adventures, both by the need for tech points (gained from exploration, not
building/research) and by the need for resources. So both the combat portion and the building portion are crippled: the former
by poor controls; the latter by lack of incentive and challenge.. A tilting high-speed legend that is ruined by stingy virgin not
liscencing their livery, still worth getting.. \ub178\ud2b8\ubd81\uc73c\ub85c \uac8c\uc784\ud558\ub824 \ud588\ub294\ub370
\uac8c\uc784 \ubc18\uc751 \uc18d\ub3c4\uac00 \ub290\ub824\uc11c pc\ubc29\uac00\uc11c
\ud574\uc57c\uac9f\ub124\u315c\u3160. Pretty fun game, but don't expect to play with Hardware Acceleration unless you have
a BEAST pc.. A brutal roguelike with cute pixel graphics.
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